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We examine how dynamical fermions affect both the UVand infrared structure of the QCD vacuum. We
consider large 283   96 lattices from the MILC collaboration, using a gluonic deﬁnition of the topological
charge density, founded on a new over-improved stout-link smearing algorithm. The algorithm reproduces
established results from the overlap formalism and preserves nontrivial topological objects, including
instantons. At short distances we focus on the topological charge correlator, hqðxÞqð0Þi, where negative
values at small x reveal a sign-alternating layered structure to the topological-charge density of the QCD
vacuum. We ﬁnd that the magnitudes of the negative dip in the hqðxÞqð0Þi correlator and the positive
hqð0Þ2i contact term are both increased with the introduction of dynamical fermion degrees of freedom. At
large distances we examine the extent to which instanton-like objects are found on the lattice, and how
their distributions vary between quenched and dynamical gauge ﬁelds. We show that dynamical gauge
ﬁelds contain more instanton-like objects with an average size greater than in the quenched vacuum.
Finally, we directly visualize the topological charge density in order to investigate the effects of dynamical
sea-quark degrees of freedom on topology.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.78.054506 PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc, 11.15.Ha, 12.38.Aw
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of QCD vacuum structure is one area of
research where lattice simulations provide access to other-
wise inaccessible information. By generating typical vac-
uum gauge ﬁeld conﬁgurations we are able to directly
investigate their complex structure. Further, by varying
the simulation parameters we can assess how different
physical phenomena contribute to the structure of the
vacuum. In particular, we are able to examine the effect
of dynamical sea-quarks on the QCD vacuum.
A study of QCD vacuum structure at different scales
usually requires the use of a ﬁltering procedure. By remov-
ing the short-range UV ﬂuctuations, one can probe the
long-distance structural features of the vacuum. Typical
UV ﬁltering methods include cooling [1–3], APE [4,5],
and improved APE smearing [6], HYP smearing [7] and
more recently, stout-link smearing [8–10] and LOG smear-
ing [11]. More recently, the truncation of a spectral repre-
sentation of operators using eigenmodes of the overlap
Dirac operator has been explored as a method to remove
UV ﬂuctuations [12–15].
In this paper we investigate the structure of the QCD
vacuum on both short and long distance scales using over-
improved stout-link smearing [9,10] and a highly-
improved measure of the topological charge density [16].
The stability of instanton-like objects under over-improved
stout-link smearing [10] allows us to achieve the most
accurate determination of instanton size distributions to
date.
In addition, Ilgenfritz, et al. [14] have recently demon-
strated the strong correlation between over-improved
stout-link smearing and the truncated overlap Dirac opera-
tor. To good accuracy, the UV-cutoff in the Dirac operator
is directly related to the number of over-improved stout-
link smearing sweeps. However, the overlap Dirac operator
is computationally expensive and not suited for high-
statistics studies on large dynamical gauge ﬁelds. Over-
improved stout-link smearing therefore provides the most
accurate technique for studying both quenched and dy-
namical gauge ﬁelds with statistics sufﬁcient to reveal
differences in the vacuum structure.
On short distance scales one studies vacuum structure
through an analysis of the topological charge density cor-
relator, or Euclidean 2-point correlation function
hqqi h qðxÞqð0Þi; (1)
which is the integrand of the topological susceptibility






where V is the 4-volume. Recent overlap results [13,17]
have detailed the strong negative behavior of the 2-point
function in quenched gauge ﬁelds. Reference [14] demon-
strated how it is also possible to generate a strong negative
correlator using ﬁve sweeps of over-improved stout-link
smearing.
However, these studies have all been on quenched gauge
ﬁelds. There have been no studies of the differences be-
tween quenched and dynamical ﬁelds in the short-distance
correlator [18]. This paper will address this issue with a
high-statistics study on several accurately matched large
volume lattices from MILC [20,21] using the accurate
over-improved stout-link smearing algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide
a brief explanation of over-improved stout-link smearing
and direct the reader elsewhere [10] for the full details. In
Sec. III, we examine the shapes of the hqqi correlator using
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qðxÞ¼
g2






and F  ðxÞ is a 3-loop improved ﬁeld strength tensor [16].
Here we focus on the short-distance structure of the corre-
lator and the role of dynamical fermion degrees of
freedom.
In Sec. IV we probe the infrared structure of the full
dynamical QCD vacuum. We examine the extent to which
instantons are found in the QCD vacuum and how the extra
dynamical fermion degrees of freedom affect their distri-
bution throughout the vacuum.
Finally, in Sec. V we directly visualize the topological
charge density in order to investigate the effects of dy-
namical sea-quark degrees of freedom on topology.
Conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
Standard stout-link smearing, using an isotropic smear-
ing parameter  sm, involves a simultaneous update of all
links on the lattice. Each link is replaced by a smeared link
~ U ðxÞ










 ðxÞ   ðxÞÞ;
(6)
with
  ðxÞ¼ sm
X
f1   1 loops involving U ðxÞg: (7)
The over-improvement parameter   is introduced into the
smearing process by replacing the combination of links in
  ðxÞ with
  ðxÞ¼ sm
X 5 2 
3








Note that both forward and backward horizontally orien-
tated rectangles are included in the 2   1 loops, such that
  ðxÞ resembles the local action.
The parameter   is tuned to preserve instanton-like
objects in the gauge ﬁeld. As detailed in Ref. [10], a value
of   ¼  0:25 is optimal for preserving topological objects
and their properties. With this extended link path and value
of  , we take  sm ¼ 0:06, smaller than the standard value
of 0.1. A full derivation and explanation of the beneﬁts of
over-improved smearing is provided in Ref. [10].
The gauge ﬁelds for this study were generated by the
MILC collaboration [20,21] using a Tadpole and Symanzik
improved gauge action with 1   1 þ 1   2 þ 1   1   1
terms in the quenched case and an Asqtad staggered dy-
namical fermion action for the 2 þ 1 ﬂavors of dynamical
quarks. The lattice spacing for all three types of gauge
ﬁelds is a ¼ 0:086 fm. For the speciﬁcs of how the gauge
ﬁelds were generated see Refs. [20,21]. Simulation pa-
rameters are summarized in Table I.
III. TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE DENSITY
CORRELATOR
The Euclidean 2-point correlation function for the topo-
logical charge qðxÞ
hqqi h qðxÞqð0Þi; (9)
also known as the topological charge density correlator, is
negative for any x>0 [22,23]. This follows simply from
reﬂection positivity [17]. Given that the correlator must
have a positive contact term hq2ð0Þix, the correlator neces-
sarily has the form
hqðxÞqð0Þi ¼ A ðxÞ fðxÞ; (10)
where fðxÞ is necessarily positive for all x away from the
origin.
Recent studies [13,17] of vacuum structure using the
overlap-deﬁned topological charge density have demon-
strated the strong negativity of the topological charge
density correlator in lattice simulations. This strong nega-
tive behavior was also observed using the gluonic deﬁni-
tion of Eq. (3) in Ref. [14]. The negative behavior of the
hqqi correlator suggests a sign-alternating layered struc-
ture to the topological charge density of the topological
charge density correlator.
We begin our study by investigating the effects of dy-
namical sea-quark degrees of freedom on the topological
charge density. In quenched QCD the Witten-Veneziano
[24,25] formula gives a relation between the topological
susceptibility and the mass of the  0 meson [22]
TABLE I. The gauge ﬁelds used in this study. The lattices were
generated by the MILC collaboration [20,21]. In the following
we refer to these ensembles as ‘‘quenched,’’ ‘‘heavy,’’ and
‘‘light.’’
Size  aBare Quark Masses
283   96 8.40 0.086 fm 1
283   96 7.11 0.086 fm 27.1 MeV, 67.8 MeV
283   96 7.09 0.086 fm 14.0 MeV, 67.8 MeV







However, in the full dynamical case the topological sus-








Of course, a vanishing topological susceptibility puts no
restraints on how the function hqðxÞqð0Þi should change
with the addition of dynamical sea-quarks, it only requires
that the integral in Eq. (2) vanishes.
It is well known that the inclusion of dynamical sea-
quarks in the QCD action renormalizes the coupling con-
stant. In order to maintain the same lattice spacing across
quenched and dynamical gauge ﬁelds, one ﬁnds that the
coupling parameter, g, must increase and hence     1=g2
must be smaller for the dynamical ﬁelds.
In quenched QCD it is possible to make a prediction on
how the amplitude of the delta function, A, of Eq. (10)
should change as   is altered. In the quenched QCD action
formulated in Euclidean space,   appears as a factor
governing the width of the probability distribution for
gauge-ﬁeld links. When generating quenched gauge ﬁelds,
the smaller   values will permit greater ﬂuctuations in the
gauge links. The increased ﬂuctuations can give rise to
nontrivial ﬁeld ﬂuctuations, which will be manifest
through a greater mean-square topological-charge density
hq2ð0Þix, and thus a larger A.
However, in full QCD the probability distribution is now
proportional toe SEff,where SEff ¼ SG þ ln det½M  and M
denotes the fermion interaction matrix. Since M depends
on both the link variables and the quark masses, it is no
longer evident that smaller   values will allow larger
ﬂuctuations in the gauge links relative to quenched QCD.
Although one cannot predict a change in the mean-square
density, we can make the following observation. As one
approaches the chiral limit  dyn ! 0, it follows from
Eq. (12) that an increasing (decreasing) mean-square den-
sity hq2ð0Þix must be compensated for by a stronger (shal-
lower) negative dip in the hqqi correlator.
Figure 1 examines the extent to which the local ﬁeld
ﬂuctuations differ through a comparison of the hqqi corre-
lator for the quenched and two dynamical ensembles.
These correlators were generated after using ﬁve sweeps
of over-improved stout-link smearing to suppress other-
wise large renormalizations. We see that the contact term
hq2ð0Þix is in fact larger, and the magnitude of the negative
dip has also increased. These effects are also stronger for
lighter quark masses. This is consistent with our reasoning
from considerations of quenched QCD. Smaller quark
masses require smaller   values. The exact values of the
positive contact term are; quenched ¼ 1836   3f m  8,
heavy ¼ 3344   5f m  8, light ¼ 3443   4f m  8.
IV. INSTANTON-LIKE OBJECTS
A. Proﬁle versus charge density
Understanding the nature of instanton-like objects in the
QCD vacuum continues to be an active of area of inves-
tigation. Considerable UV ﬁltering reveals the presence of
long-distance topological structures in the QCD vacuum.
While these topological objects are only approximations to
the classical instanton solution, they are commonly re-
ferred to as (anti-)instantons.
We now proceed to quantitatively analyze the similarity
of the topological objects in the QCD vacuum to the
classical instanton solution. Using over-improved stout-
link smearing we are able to extract both the action and
charge densities of our gauge ﬁelds. Starting with the
action density we locate the positions of all local maxima
FIG. 1 (color online). A comparison of the hqqi correlator for
quenched and dynamical gauge ﬁelds. The greater ﬁeld ﬂuctua-
tions present in the dynamical ﬁelds are visible through an
increase in the magnitude of the negative dip. Although not
shown, the contact term hq2ð0Þix has also increased and values
are given in the text. The lower graph displays the same data
focusing on the negative dip for the dynamical ﬁelds. The
magnitude of the dip is greater for the lighter quark mass.
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point at the center of a 34 hypercube whose action density
exceeds that of the neighboring 80 points of the hypercube.
Taking each maxima to be the approximate center of a







ððx   x0Þ2 þ  2
instÞ4 ; (13)
to the measured action density. An arbitrary scale factor,  ,
is included to allow the shape of the action density to
determine the size,  inst. We ﬁt the six parameters  ,
 inst, and the four components of x0 by ﬁtting Eq. (13)t o
the action density of the aforementioned 34 hypercube.
From  inst one can infer the topological charge to be







Here Q ¼  1 for an instanton/anti-instanton. This can
then be compared with the topological charge measured
directly from the charge density observed on the lattice.
For this part of the investigation we use 45 sweeps of
over-improved stout-link smearing. This corresponds to a
 cut of 634 MeV in the truncated overlap operator [14]. A
calculation of qðx0Þ on the ‘‘light’’ ensemble of dynamical
gauge ﬁelds (with   ¼ 7:09) is provided in Fig. 2. With the
exception of only two outliers, the maxima are good local
approximations to the classical instanton solution.
While the centers of the instanton-like objects resemble
instantons, it is interesting to assess how similar the re-
mainder of the instanton-like objects are to a classical
instanton. To do so,we consider all pointswithin a distance
r from the center x0, measured relative to the instanton size
 inst, and examine the extent towhich the points within this
distance have the same sign topological-charge density as
observed at the center, qðx0Þ. If the detected object is a
good approximation to a classical instanton then all these
points should have the same charge as qðx0Þ.
In Fig. 3 we show the percentage of points that are
within a relative distance r= inst of x0 that have the same
signasx0.Forsmallr= inst thepercentageofsign-coherent
points is close to 100, however it falls off rapidly as r
approaches the characteristic size  inst. This suggests that
although the object is representative of an instanton at its
center, the tails of the objects are distorted by vacuum
ﬂuctuations. What is remarkable is that at the characteristic
size of the ‘‘instanton,’’ merely 2=3 of the points are sign
coherent, suggesting that the objects revealed after 45
sweeps of smearing are good approximations of classical
instantons only at the core.
B. Dynamical fermions and instanton structure
Given the strong correlation between qðx0Þ extracted
from the action density after 45 sweeps of smearing and
that given by the classical solution (14) we can now
compare ‘‘instanton’’ distributions between quenched and
dynamical QCD.
Early attempts [27] to reveal differences in the distribu-
tions were limited by statistical ﬂuctuations, concluding
that the differences must be subtle. However, this high-
statistics study exploiting the accuracy of over-improved
stout-link smearing is able to resolve differences for the
ﬁrst time.
To examine the variation in instanton size between the
different gauge ﬁelds, a histogram of  inst is presented in
FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of the calculated qðx0Þ after
45 sweeps of smearing with the exact instanton solution. After
45 sweeps of smearing the majority of topological objects are
relatively good approximations to instantons at their cores.
FIG. 3 (color online). The percentage of points that are sign
coherent within a relative distance r= inst of each instanton-like
objects’ center x0 with size  inst. For small r= inst the percentage
of sign-coherent points is close to 100, however the sign-
coherence falls off rapidly as r approaches the characteristic
size  inst.
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gauge ﬁelds show a substantial increase in the total number
of instantons and a subtle but important increase in average
instanton size. Our sample size of 73000 instantons from
quenched QCD and 140000 from full QCD enables a
precise determination of the means of the distributions.
We ﬁnd  instðQuenchedÞ¼4:646ð4Þ,  instðamu;d ¼
0:0062Þ¼4:822ð4Þ, and  instðamu;d ¼ 0:0124Þ¼
4:825ð3Þ, and the standard deviations of the distributions
to be  ðQuenchedÞ¼0:96,  ðamu;d ¼ 0:0062Þ¼0:87,
 ðamu;d ¼ 0:0124Þ¼0:87. These results are similar in
spirit to our observations of the short-distance hqqi corre-
lator in that the introduction of dynamical fermion degress
of freedom leads to more nontrivial topological charge
ﬂuctuations, at both short and long distances.
It has been argued that an increased density of instanton-
like objects on the lattice could be explained through an
instanton/anti-instanton attraction occurring due to the
presence of the fermion determinant in the QCD weight
factor [26]. The idea is that an isolated instanton or anti-
instanton would give rise to a near zero mode of the Dirac
operator. When generating dynamical gauge ﬁelds the
selection of typical conﬁgurations is weighted by detð6D þ
mÞe Sg. If a near zero-mode of 6D were to exist on the
lattice then the determinant would approach 0 in the chiral
limit and it would be highly improbable that the conﬁgu-
ration would be selected. Thus, isolated instantons are
unlikely to exist in the light dynamial-fermion gauge ﬁelds
and hence all instanton-like objects will be closer in these
ﬁelds. Combined with our earlier results displaying in-
creased ﬂuctuations in the gauge-ﬁeld links, these consid-
erations lead one to anticipate a greater number of
instanton-like objects in the dynamical gauge ﬁelds and
an increase in their size to aid in suppressing isolation.
V. TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE DENSITY
The effectsof dynamicalfermion degreesoffreedomare
realized signiﬁcantly at short distances in the calculation of
the hqqi correlator. The increased magnitude of the non-
trivial topological charge ﬁeld ﬂuctuations that are permit-
ted due to the inclusion of fermion loops should also be
visible in direct visualizations of the topological charge
density.
Usingﬁvesweepsofover-improvedstout-linksmearing,
we consider the short-range structure of the topological
charge density. In Fig. 5 we present the topological charge
density for the quenched and two dynamical ensembles.
The extra ﬁeld ﬂuctuations are clearly visible in the visual-
izations of the dynamical QCD vacuum structure.
In Fig. 6, we compare the structure of the vacuum after
45 sweeps of over-improved smearing as discussed in
Sec. IV. It is difﬁcult to observe the increased density of
instantons upon the introduction of dynamical fermions in
these ﬁgures. This is because the charge density ﬂuctuates
over a long times scale and a single time-slice is insufﬁ-
cient to portray an complete representation of the vacuum.
We also note that despite the apparent separation of these
topological lumps in the vacuum, all regions of like charge
are connected throughout the gauge ﬁeld; i.e. one can
FIG. 4 (color online). Histogram of the instanton size  inst in
dynamical and quenched gauge ﬁelds. The dynamical ﬁelds
show both an increase in the number of instantons and in the
average instanton size.
FIG. 5 (color online). The topological charge density for the
quenched and dynamical ensembles, obtained after ﬁve sweeps
of over-improved stout-link smearing. From top to bottom we
plot a quenched ﬁeld, the heavy dynamical amu;d ¼ 0:0124,
ams ¼ 0:031 ﬁeld and the light dynamical amu;d ¼ 0:0062,
ams ¼ 0:031 ﬁeld. The greater nontrivial ﬁeld excitations that
are permitted upon the introduction of light dynamical fermions
are directly visible in the dynamical illustrations.
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along a sign-coherent path of small-magnitude
topological-charge density. This has been examined in de-
tail elsewhere [17,28].
VI. CONCLUSION
Using the new over-improved stout-link smearing algo-
rithm we are able to perform the most accurate studies of
QCD vacuum structure to date. The use of this smearing
algorithm allows one to accurately expose the differences
between quenched and dynamical ﬁelds on both long and
short-distance scales.
By suppressing large renormalizations of the lattice
operators through ﬁve sweeps of over-improved stout-
link smearing on the gauge ﬁelds, which corresponds to
the unﬁltered overlap operator [14], we are able to dem-
onstrate how dynamical fermions affect the vacuum
through a calculation of the topological charge density
correlator. The addition of fermions into the QCD action
at constant lattice spacing renormalizes the coupling con-
stant such that the coupling parameter   becomes smaller.
In the quenched approximation such a change permits
greater ﬁeld ﬂuctuations, and this is realized in full QCD.
We ﬁnd an increase in the mean-square topological charge
density upon including dynamical fermions, as is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The larger contact term, reﬂecting the
greater mean-square topological charge density of dynami-
cal conﬁgurations, also induces an increase in the negative
dip of the topological charge density correlators. The
strength of these compensating effects is expected to in-
crease as one approaches the chiral limit.
The results also reﬂect the suppression of zero modes
due to the inclusion of the detð6D þ mÞ weight factor in the
selection of typical gauge ﬁelds, resulting in a decrease in
the number of isolated instanton-like objects. This causes
instantons and anti-instantons to be ‘‘attracted’’ [26] and
leads to an increase in both the density and size of
instanton-like objects in the dynamical gauge ﬁelds and
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
These results support the emerging picture of the vac-
uum as an alternating ‘‘sandwich’’ of opposite topological
charge density [17]. Beneath this oscillating short-range
structure there exists a long-distance foundation of
instanton-like objects [13,29,30] that can be revealed
through smoothing or Dirac eigenmodes [14]. The addition
of dynamical fermions allows stronger ﬁeld ﬂuctuations
and a higher frequency of sign-oscillations in the topologi-
cal charge density. The density of instanton-like objects
beneath these short-distance oscillations also increases, as
does their average size.
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